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Abstract: Machine Learning algorithms play very crucial role in decision automation process of Artificial Intelligent systems. Machine Learning algorithms learn from the hidden structures present inside the data without the need of any traditional programming. Many advanced algorithms are developed for Machine Learning to handle complex datasets. These algorithms provide better performance but require huge amount of training time. This requirement of huge training time is manageable in Supervised and Unsupervised Machine Learning algorithms as their models are trained before deploying them into application. But, in Reinforcement learning, the effect of huge training time is very significant problem as their models are trained after deploying them into application environment. To solve this problem, new Reinforcement algorithms with controlled complexity need to be developed without compromising the performance of the model. This paper aims at four new Reinforcement Learning algorithms with controlled complexity to reduce the training time. The proposing algorithms are developed using MATLAB software and validated by employing them for automated parameter tuning in image denoising technique using Double Density Dual-tree Discrete Wavelet Transform. These proposing algorithms are compared against standard Markov Decision Process based Reinforcement Learning in terms of model accuracy and model training times.

Index Terms - Complexity Controlled Learning, Double Density Dual-tree Discrete Wavelet Transform, Intelligent parameter tuning, Hybrid Thresholding, Segmented Recursive Reinforcement Learning, Segmented Adaptive Reinforcement Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms understands the data and explore the hidden structures and create models using which can handle the future data without need of manual coding [1]. Machine learning algorithms broadly classified into 3 categories as Supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. Supervised Machine Learning (SML) algorithms are very powerful among the all and provide best performance but requires pre-labelled data [2]. In case of lack of labelled data, Unsupervised Machine Learning (UML) algorithms can classify the available data by exploring the hidden relations inside it and train model which can classify the future data into same categories [3]. Supervised and unsupervised algorithms are not applicable if the statistical model of the environment is unknown or model response is not available until interacting with real environment. Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms can serve this situation which train the models after deployment. RL algorithms search for entire solution space and identify the optimal solution with best reward. Advanced RL algorithms are developed using the gaming theory and can serve in complex environments [1][4].

Reinforcement algorithms are further classified into two categories as Model-free and Model-based. Model-based algorithms such as Given-The-Model algorithm estimate the reward of next state before the calculation the next state values [5]. In Model-free algorithms like Q-learning next state values are calculated without any estimation of its reward [6].

II. OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

All RL algorithms provide better performance by searching the entire solution space in their own ways but searching entire solution space is very complex problem [7][8]. Particularly in case of multi-dimensional solution space with more tuning parameters, these existing RL algorithms requires very large amount of training time to search the entire solution space. This training time can be reduced by increasing the step size but large step size reduces the accuracy of the model and miss the best reward [8]. The smaller steps provide precise optimal value but huge training times due to these small steps not suitable for real-time applications. Advanced hardware resources like Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) with high computational power can reduce the training time but training times of still these algorithms are large enough for complex applications like multidimensional parameter tuning and advanced image processing. To solve this problem, the complexity of the RL algorithms needs to be reduced in terms of number of iterations. The number of iterations have inverse relationship with the step-size in most of RL algorithms like Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs) [9][10][11]. To reduce the number of iterations without compromising the model accuracy, a novel segmentated-recursive methodology is proposed in this paper.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this methodology algorithm first segments the entire solution space then starts searching solution space with gradient step. This step gradient is non-uniform and independent of reward value for entire training epoch. This intelligent training methodology is implemented in 4 different ways in order to serve different application. The 4 algorithms are Blind Segmented Recursive Reinforcement (SRRL-B) Algorithm, Unidirectional Segmented Recursive Reinforcement (SRRL-Ud) Algorithm, Bidirectional Segmented Recursive Reinforcement (SRRL-Bd) Algorithm, Blind Segmented Recursive Reinforcement (SRRL) Algorithm. SRRL-Blind algorithm is the simplest form of Segmented Recursive methodology with controlled complexity and uniform gradient. SRRL-Unidirectional is similar to SRRL-Blind but the step is unidirectional incremental or decremental for all parameters. SRRL-Bidirectional is enhanced form of SRRL-Unidirectional with bi-directional incremental or decremental step gradient. All SRRL algorithms train the model with lesser number of iterations in complex solution space. But, after initial training SRRL is not required and simple algorithm is enough to maintain the optimal reward. For this purpose, SARL algorithm is developed which provides or track optimal value in continuous training models with very smaller number of iterations.

SRRL Algorithm

All the SRRL algorithms have same architecture except for few changes in gradient step calculation phase. So, common algorithm has two major steps such as segmentation and recursive loops. The main logic behind the controlled complexity is in travelling towards the optimal solution in each segment instead of travelling through entire solution space. The SRRL algorithm updates the step size after each epoch irrespective of reward in each segment as written below.

1. Start
2. Define tunable parameters
3. Set defaults solution space boundaries
4. Set SRRL Hyper parameters
5. Segment the Solution Space
6. Recursive Learning with Gradient
7. Set initial step Gradient, Parameters
8. Loop: Determine segment, step and parameters
   i. Interact with environment
   ii. Calculate reward
   iii. Update segment data
   iv. Update epoch data / direction flag
   v. Update step and parameters
9. Define Output values / Optimum Solution / Reward
10. Stop

SRRL Algorithm

SARL algorithm structure is almost similar to SRRL algorithms but as its name says, the step calculation is depending on best reward after each epoch. In SARL also updates the step once for each epoch in order to maintain uniform search in all segments. The SARL algorithm is given below.

1. Start
2. Define tunable parameters
3. Set defaults solution space boundaries
4. Set SARL Hyper parameters
5. Segment the Solution Space
6. Adaptive Learning with Gradient
7. Set initial step Gradient, Parameters
8. Loop: Determine segment, step and parameters
   i. Interact with environment
   ii. Calculate reward and differential reward
   iii. Calculate adaptive step in cyclic loop
   iv. Update segment data
   v. Update epoch data
   vi. Update step and parameters
9. Define Output values / Optimum Solution / Reward
10. Stop

Hybrid Thresholding based Image denoising using wavelet Transform (DDDT-DWT) method is considered as test application to verify the accuracy and training periods of designed algorithms. Hybrid Thresholding calculation has 3 independent parameters (Direct noise coefficient – Cd, Feed through coefficient-Cf, Gain controller coefficient -Cg) which decide the noise reduction performance of overall system [12].
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The Base MDP RL algorithm and proposing SRRL and SARL algorithms are developed and simulated using MATLAB-R2020B software. The computational platform is a core-i7 Laptop with 8GB GTX 1660 Ti GPU card and 32GB DDR5 RAM. In this work, 10 different images have been considered as source images. Accuracy and training times of all algorithms are validated for Hybrid threshold-based noise reduction against input noisy image with three different noise types such as Gaussian, Speckle and Salt & Pepper noises and each at 6 different noise levels (variances levels 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8). All considered 10 test images used to validation of RL algorithms are shown in fig.2.

These 10 images with three different noise levels and each at 6 different noise levels forms 180 test instances. At each test instance all 5 RL algorithms are applied and performance parameters like best reward (Best PSNR), worst reward (worst PSNR), number of iterations and training times (Including image denoising procedure) are measured and analyzed.
All the algorithms are applied on the same image denoising application to tune 3 parameters of hybrid threshold factor and tuned states (parameter values) along with their reward (PSNR) are analyzed. Base MDP based RL algorithm search for entire solution space using the standard solution space using the tunable range of all 3 parameters. During the training process the variation in...
reward (PSNR) is also varying and finally the best reward is determined after 1071 iterations as shown in fig.3. During the training period of SARL algorithm, the parameters are tuned very smoothly along the maximum reward (PSNR) so the variations in reward is very less and the tuning is gradually increasing in manner as shown in fig.4. SRRL algorithms tune the parameters in 124 iterations. The tuning process have variations in initial epochs and gradually smoothens the tuning and maximizes the reward by travelling towards the best rewards in all segments. But Blind SRRL algorithm, reward is not in increasing manner after each epoch as shown in fig-5 because of its blind step updating nature. Fig.6 and fig.7 show the smooth and directional training procedures along with their rewards in unidirectional and bidirectional SRRL algorithms respectively.

The existing MDP based standard RL algorithm learns and tunes all three control parameters in 1071 iterations up to one decimal point precision with step size 0.5 units. Whereas all the three SRRL algorithms (SRRL-B, SRRL-Ud, SRRL-Bd) tune the parameters more precisely up to 3 decimal points within 124 iterations. The SARL algorithm tunes all 3 parameters up to 3 decimal points precision within 30 iterations (most of times 24 iterations).

Fig.8 shows the best Rewards / PSNR values provided by all 5 algorithms at all 180 test instances. In all 180 test instances proposed SRRL algorithms exhibits equal or better performances than standard MDP algorithms. SARL algorithm also provides optimal or nearly optimal solutions in all cases. Worst case performance is also very important to analyze any algorithm. Fig.9 shows the worst-case performances from 5 algorithms in all 180 instances. Here SARL outperforms in all scenarios and proves its capability for continuous training of pre-trained models without losing the optimal track in short training period. SRRL algorithms also follow the standard MDP RL in most of cases. The training including the image denoising time is calculated at all instances.
Fig. 10 shows total training times taken by all 5 algorithms during each test instance. MDP based RL took 40 seconds to 50 seconds whereas all SRRL algorithms took 4 to 5 seconds. Here SARL completed training within 2 seconds. The rise in time plot after 60 test instance is due to time taken to refresh the system RAM.

Fig. 11. Comparison of all 5 RL algorithms in terms of best reward provided by each algorithm under Gaussian noise environment

Fig. 12. Comparison of all 5 RL algorithms in terms of best reward provided by each algorithm under Speckle noise environment

Fig. 13. Comparison of all 5 RL algorithms in terms of best reward provided by each algorithm under gaussian noise environment
The algorithms are compared separately at each noise type (Gaussian, Speckle and Salt & Pepper). In all the cases the rewards from proposed algorithms are equal or higher than standard MDP based RL. Fig.11 shows the comparison of best rewards from 5 algorithms against Gaussian noise environment at various noise levels. Fig.12 and Fig.13 represent the same in Speckle noise and Salt & Pepper noise environments. For all considered 10 images at all noise levels the proposed algorithms outperform the standard MDP RL. To evident this statement these algorithms are compared at different noise levels separately. Fig.14 and Fig.15 represent the comparison at low noise levels such as 0.01 and 0.05 variance levels respectively. Fig.16 and Fig.17 represents the comparison of algorithms in terms of best rewards at medium noise levels at medium noise levels such as 0.1 and 0.3 variance levels and Fig.18 and Fig.19 represents the same in high noise environments with 0.5 and 0.8 variance levels respectively.
Table-I represents the training time required for all 5 algorithms and the controlled complexity of proposed segmented algorithms can be clearly observed in terms of number of iterations and training times. PSNR/Training time is value represents the advantage and importance of SARL algorithm with 13.85 units. SRRL algorithm has also more than 2.7 value where as standard MDP algorithm has 0.3 units. MDP RL taken around 50 seconds of training time with 1071 iteration whereas SRRL algorithms have taken around 5 seconds to complete 124 iterations of training and SARL algorithm has taken less than a second to train the model in 24 iterations. The performance of all 5 algorithms is analyzed in terms of mean, maximum and minimum PSNRs both in best and worst conditions as noted in table-II. In worst case condition SARL provides best performance and exhibit PSNR up to 24dB and average PSNR 13.71dB. In best case condition, Bidirectional SRRL algorithm exhibits best performance with reasonable training time. The SRRL algorithms are best suits for initial training of RL models and SARL algorithms best suits for continuous training of RL after pretrained models with SRRL algorithms.
Novel Reinforcement Learning algorithms are designed using Segmented and recursive methodology with controlled complexity. SRRL algorithms provides better performance than MDP based standard RL algorithms with training time savings up to 90% in all the cases. SARL best suits for continuous algorithmic conditions. The SRRL algorithms are highly suitable for initial training of RL models. Proposed controlled complexity models meet the time requirements of the real-time intelligent systems.

V. CONCLUSION
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